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Abstract
To increase the lifetime of the sensor networks, a recognized method is to switch off/on some sensor nodes between
“sleep” and “activity” mode in order to save the energy.
The performance metrics of an individual node can be calculated by using its DTMC model, the theoretical results
include the average number of data units generated in a
time slot λE , the sensor throughput T , the average buffer
occupancy B̄.
In our research, we have implemented a wireless sensor
network on NS2 in which the sensors nodes can be either
in sleep or activity modes. Our simulations have produced
the experiment results of performance metrics. By comparing the experiment results with the theoretical results, we
demonstrate the DTMC model is able to accurately describe
the behavior dynamics of a sensor node.

1 Introduction
Because sensor nodes usually are so small in size that
may be used conveniently in some place, where wired network can’t reach or too expensive to install. The sensor
nodes are powered by battery which has a limited energy
resource. Furthermore, the battery is usually difficult to
replace or recharge as the sensor nodes are used in some
special fields. As a result, when a sensor node exhausts
its power, it will stop its functions. Because of this, the
network topology has been changed and the sensor network’s capability including sensing phenomenon, information generation and routing data might be degraded. Many
researches strive to reduce the energy consumption [3, 4, 5],
etc. For instance, a research has introduced to sleep mode
to the sensor node which save some energy while the sensor
nodes are idle [18].
In this paper, we look at the dynamics of sensor nodes
while sensor node states transit from one to another. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. The model of

analyzing the performance of sensor nodes is introduced in
Section 2. Simulation environment of NS2 and experiment
results are shown in Section 3. We give conclusion and future work in Section 4.

2 Using Markov Chain to Represent Sensor
Node Dynamics
2.1

Sensor node states

Each sensor is characterized by two operational states:
activity and sleep. In activity state the node is full workload, while in sleep state it cannot take part in the network
activity; thus, the network topology will be changed while
nodes enter or exit the sleep state.
Based on the above observations, we describe the temporal evolution of the state of a sensor node in terms of cycles,
as depicted in Figure 1. Each cycle comprises a sleep state
(S) and an activity state (A).
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Figure 1. state evolution of a sensor node
When the sensor transmits to the activity mode, state A
begins and the sensor schedules a time instant in the future
at which it will go back to sleep. A node transmits its state
from activity to sleep with a geometrically distributed parameter p, or keep its activity state with a parameter (1 − p);
the node switches its state from sleep to activity with a geometrically distributed parameter q, or keeps its sleep state
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with parameter (1 − q). The scheduled periods of sleep
and activity, expressed in time slots, are modeled as random
variables geometrically distributed with parameter q and p,
respectively.

2.2

Transition Matrix of A DTMC

The transition probabilities T (Sd, So ) is from source
state So to destination Sd . To represent the states of the
complete DTMC we use the same notation as for the simplified model, adding an superscript W or F to represent the
state of the next-hops. Now, we are ready to find out the
transition probabilities from one state to another. All these
findings are listed in [19]. Note that each transition can be
seen as going through three steps: every one is not independent of other two steps and no time order is distinct in the
three steps.
To simplify the formula, we assume that l0 = (1−α)(1−
g), l = βg + (1 − α − β)(1 − g), b0 = g(1 − α) + α(1 − g),
b = g(1 − α − β) + α(1 − g) According calculation, we can
calculate all transition probabilities of one sensor node from
any state to others’. Then, we put the transition probabilities
into a square matrix, which is called transition matrix.

2.3

Stationary Distribution of DTMC

Let us denote the stationary distribution of the complete
DTMC by vector π = {πs }, where s is one state listed
above in the transition matrix. Based on Markov Chain theory, the stationary distribution vector of π can be computed.
From the stationary distribution of the DTMC, we can derive,
• the average number of data units generated in a time
slot, ∧E ,
∞

∧E =
(πRFi + πRW
)·g
i
i=0

• the sensor throughput T, defined as the average number
of data units forwarded by the sensor in a time slot, is
∞

T =
(πRFi + πNiF ) · β
i=1

• the overall probabilities πR , πS , πN that a sensor is in
the corresponding states R, S, N
• the average buffer occupancy:
∞

B̄ =
[k · (πRFk + πRW
+ πNkF + πNkW )]
k
k=1

For a particular sensor node, we just add the index as an
superscript to above equations.

3 Simulation and Experiment
NS2 simulator has been around since 1989 and several
institutions and societies have supported and contributed to
its development. NS2 has been used to implement many
famous TCP flow control algorithms and protocols, congestion control mechanisms, etc. In our simulation, we simply
adopted a version of NS2 with the NRL’s Sensor Network
Extension [6].

3.1

Theoretic results

After given the values of α, β, w and f along with parameters p, q and g, we can derive the transition matrix.
Note that the sum of each of the columns in the transition
matrix equals to 1; in other word, that this must be true since
a node must be in one of the states after one step transition.
The transition matrix has been proved to be stable after a
certain number of steps.
For example, let’s assume that α = 0.05, β = 0.05,
p = q = 0.1, g = 0.005, are given, then the transition
matrix is stable after 640 steps.
Now, we assume that at the beginning of each trail run,
all sensor nodes are in sleep state without any data in the
network that means all nodes are in state S0W , although the
stationary distribution is not affected by initial probabilities
vector:
For instance, all sensor nodes eventually come to a
steady state, and the distributions are:
q 640 = T 640 · q
= [0.1382, 0.1121, 0.0896, 0.0804, 0.0267,
0.0277, 0.1812, 0.1592, 0.0085, 0.0092,
0.0592, 0.0518, 0.0028, 0.0031, 0.0193,
0.0168, 0.0012, 0.0014, 0.0064, 0.0053]T
Once we know the stable distribution, we can compute
the metrics shown in Section 2, ∧E , T , and B̄.
∞
∧E =
+ πRW
)·g
i=0 (πRF
i
i
= [(0.08961+0.08044)+(0.02666+0.02765)+
(0.00845+0.00923)+(0.00278+0.00307)+
(0.00121+0.00142)]× 0.005
= 0.25051 × 0.005
= 0.00125282
and
∞
T =
+ πNiF ) · β
i=1 (πRF
i
= [(0.02666 + 0.15923) + (0.00845+
0.05179) + (0.00278 + 0.01682)+
(0.00121 + 0.00525)] · 0.05
= 0.27219 × 0.05
= 0.0136095
and
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∞

+ πRW + πN F + πN W )]
k=1 [k · (πRF
k
k
k
k
[1 × (0.02666 + 0.02765 + 0.18120+
0.15923) + 2 × (0.00845 + 0.00923+
0.05918 + 0.05179) + 3 × (0.00278+
0.00307 + 0.01928 + 0.01682)+
4 × (0.00121 + 0.00142+
0.00641 + 0.00525)]
= 0.39474 + 0.2573 + 0.12585 + 0.05716
= 0.83505
In next section, we compare the theoretic metrics with
the experiment results gained from NS2 simulation.
B̄

3.2

=
=

Comparison of Result Between Simulation and Calculation

Two experiment scenarios, having 25 nodes and 100
nodes, are tested. In each of scenarios, the nodes are spread
around in a square and the sink is away from the square. The
detailed configuration parameters are shown in Table 1.
Parameters
The number of nodes
The length of a time slot
Simulation times
maximum radio range: r
Reception in a time slot: α
Transmission in a time slot: β

scenario 1 scenario 2
25
100
0.1 s
120, 180 and 240 s
0.25
0.05
0.05

Table 1. Parameters for two experiment scenarios
• Results comparison of scenario 1 where the simulation
time is 120 seconds
Figure 2 shows that the simulation values of the average data generation are not close to the modeling values even they are incompact to distribute around the
diagonal y = x. The difference is approximately in
between from −4% to 3%. Figure 3 shows that the
simulation values are away from the modeling values,
which the difference is approximately in between from
−4.8% to 4.5%. The distribution of throughput values
is incompact on the Figure 6. Figure 4 shows the average buffer occupancies of sensor nodes also incompactly distribution on the figure. The difference of simulation and modeling values is approximate between
from −4% to 4%. The result is not close to modeling
values.
• Results comparison of scenario 1 where the simulation
length is 180 seconds
Figure 5 shows that the simulation values are closer
to the modelling values than the simulation in 120

seconds, which the difference is approximately in between from −1% to 1.5%. Figure 6 shows that the
simulation values are closer to the modelling values
than the simulation in 120 seconds, which the difference is approximately in between from −1.2% to
1.2%. Figure 7 shows the difference of simulation and
modeling values is approximate between from −1.6%
to 1.6%. The result is also closer than simulation in
120 seconds. But it is hardly to present where the sensor nodes distribute on the figure.
• Results comparison of scenario 1 where the simulation
length is 240 seconds
Figure 8 shows that the simulation values are quite
close to the modeling values, which the difference is
approximate between from −1% to 1.5%. We notice that the results of running in 240 seconds is similar with running in 180 seconds Figure 9 shows that
the simulation values are close to the modelling values, which the difference is approximate between from
−1% to 1%. Figure 10 shows that the simulation values are close to the modelling values. We can see that
the difference of simulation and modeling values is approximate between from −1% to 1.5%.
In summary, the simulating values in 120 seconds running and the modeling values are not quite approach
each other. Whereas in 180 and 240 seconds running,
the simulating values are closer to modeling values
than 120 seconds. This result validates that our simulation need a long time running, almost 180 or 240
seconds, to match the model.
However, the result does not have persuasion for few
nodes in a sensor network. So we increase the number
of nodes in a sensor network to 100 nodes to compare
the difference between two scenarios still in terms of
three running time.
• Results comparison of scenario 2 where the simulation
length is 120 seconds
Figure 11 shows that the simulation values are not
very close to the modelling values, which the difference is approximate between from −4% to 3%.
The average generation rate of sensor nodes mainly
concentrate on 0.000124 to 0.000144 that means the
average generation rate of most nodes are between
0.000124 and 0.000144. It also represents that the sensor network running in 120 seconds does not reach stable. Figure 12 shows that the simulation values are
away from the modelling values, which the difference
is approximate between from −4% to 4.5%. The distribution of throughput values is incompact on the Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the average buffer occupancies of sensor nodes distribute uniformly on the figure.
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The average generation rates of sensor nodes mainly
concentrate on 0.000122 to 0.00014. Figure 17 shows
that the simulation values are quite close to the modelling values, which the difference is approximate between from −1% to 1.1%. The throughput of sensor
nodes mainly concentrate on 0.00132 to 0.0015. Figure 18 shows that the simulation values are close to the
modelling values, which the difference is approximate
between from −1.1% to 1.1%. Figure 19 shows the
average buffer occupancies of sensor nodes distribute
uniformly on the figure. This means that the buffer of
each node stored the difference number of data units.
We can see that the difference of simulation and modeling values is approximate between from −1.1% to
1.1%.

• Results comparison of scenario 2 where the simulation
length is 180 seconds

• Results comparison of scenario 2 where the simulation

80

length is 240 seconds

This means that the buffer of each node stored the difference number of data units. We can see that the difference of simulation and modeling values is approximate between from −4% to 4%. The result is also not
close to modeling values.

Figure 14 shows that the simulation values are closer
to the modelling values than the simulation in 120
seconds, which the difference is approximate between
from −1.6% to 1.7%. The average generation rate
of sensor nodes mainly concentrate on 0.000122 to
0.000142. It also represents that the sensor network
running in 120 seconds does not reach stable. Figure 15 shows that the simulation values are closer
to the modelling values than the simulation in 120
seconds, which the difference is approximate between
from −1.6% to 1.7%. The throughput of sensor nodes
mainly concentrate on 0.00132 to 0.00152. Figure 16
shows the average buffer occupancies of sensor nodes
distribute uniformly on the figure. This means that the
buffer of each node stored the difference number of
data units. We can see that the difference of simulation and modeling values is approximate between from
−1.6% to 1.7%. The result is also closer than simulation in 120 seconds.
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3.3

Comparison summary

In summary, the simulating values in 100 nodes scenario
is much more accurate to present the nodes ’ behaviors
than 25 nodes scenario in terms of average generation rate,
throughput and buffer occupancy. The simulation is easy to
modify the number of nodes in a sensor network to validate
the result.
Furthermore, the results show that the difference between 120 and 180 seconds are large; but they are quite
similar between 180 and 240 seconds. This means that after
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180 seconds running the network reaches stable.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we described in great details the approach
of switching the sensor nodes between“sleep” and “activity” states based on the Geometric distribution. We also
demonstrated how to use the Markov chain to model the
dynamics of sensor nodes. The DTMC based analysis is
used to calculate the sensor node’s performance metrics including the throughput, the average generation rate and the
average buffer occupancy. To validate the DTMC based analytic model, we run a large number of simulations for two
scenarios.
The results showed that after a long time running, the
simulation and modeling metrics are very close in terms of
the average generation rate, throughput and average buffer
occupancy. Moreover, through simulation we noticed that
the sensor network become stable after 180 seconds running.
In the future, we are going to extend the simulations and
experiments to the general cases. We will investigate the
performance of the sensor network, in which the changes of
network architectures and topology may be studied further.
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